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SUBCOMPACT CARDINALS, TYPE OMISSION AND LADDER
SYSTEMS
YAIR HAYUT AND MENACHEM MAGIDOR
Abstract. We provide a model theoretical and tree property like charac-
terization of λ-Π1
1
-subcompactness and supercompactness. We explore the
behavior of those combinatorial principles at accessible cardinals.
The study of very large cardinals and their connections to reflection principles
in infinitary combinatoric is a fruitful area of research that begins in the early
days of large cardinal axioms (by Erdo˝s, Keisler, Scott and Tarski). Modernly
speaking, since Scott’s work on measurable cardinals, large cardinal axioms are
usually defined in terms of the existence of certain elementary embeddings between
transitive models (see [16, 10, 5]) . This characterization sheds light on the structure
of large cardinals and their connection in a way which is usually less obvious by
just considering combinatorial consequences.
In this paper we will focus on the λ-Π11-subcompact cardinals. Those large
cardinal axioms, that were isolated by Neeman and Steel in [15], can be viewed as
a generalization of weak compactness to successor cardinals (in [15], the notion Π21-
subcompact is used to refer to what we denote by κ+-Π11-subcompact). Those large
cardinal axioms form a hierarchy, interleaved with the partial supercompactness
hierarchy.
In this paper we will provide two characterizations of λ-Π11-subcompactness.
The first one is model theoretical in nature and uses a mixture of compactness
and type omission. This characterization is a localized version of Benda from [3].
We modify Benda’s argument in order to obtain local equivalence. See also [4] for
a characterization of supercompact and huge cardinals using similar ideas. The
second one is purely combinatorial, and can be viewed as a strengthening of a local
instance of the strong tree property, together with inaccessibility, thus continues
the results of [9, 13, 17] and others.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we review some facts about
strong compactness and λ-Π11-subcomapctness. In Section 2 we provide a model
theoretical characterization of λ-Π11-subcompactness. In Section 3 we provide a
purely combinatorial characterization of λ-Π11-subcompactness, which is based on
the results of Section 2. In Section 4, we investigate the analog of the combinatorial
principles that were defined in Section 3 for ℵ2, and show that the equivalence that
holds at inaccessible cardinals consistently fails at ℵ2.
1. The compactness of Lκ,κ
One of the fundamental theorems in mathematical logic is the compactness the-
orem:
Theorem 1 (Go¨del). A first order theory T has a model if and only if every finite
fragment of it has a model.
The compactness theorem is deeply related to the Ultrafilter Lemma:
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Theorem 2 (The Ultrafilter Lemma). Every filter can be extended to an ultrafilter.
In [11], Keisler and Tarski define a strongly compact cardinal (using a different
notation) to be an uncountable cardinal κ for which the generalization of the Ultra-
filter Lemma holds, namely every κ-complete filter can be extended to a κ-complete
ultrafiler. By generalizing the connection between the compactness theorem and
the ultrafilter lemma for an uncountable cardinal κ, one obtains the following char-
acterization of strong compactness:
Theorem 3. κ is strongly compact if and only if for every theory T over the logic
Lκ,κ has a model provided that every subset T ′ ⊆ T of size < κ has a model.
Definition 4. We say that a theory T is < κ-satisfiable if every fragment of it of
size < κ has a model. We say that a theory is satisfiable if it has a model.
Restricting the size of T we obtain (consistently) a non-trivial hierarchy.
Definition 5. Let κ ≤ λ be cardinals. We say that Lκ,κ-compactness holds for
languages of size λ if every theory T over a language of size λ which is< κ-satisfiable
is satisfiable.
The following lemma shows that restricted Lκ,κ-compactness is a localized ver-
sion of strong compactness. This lemma is a generalization of the parallel result for
weakly compact cardinals, which is due to Hauser, [6].
Lemma 6. The following are equivalent for uncountable cardinals κ ≤ λ = λ<κ:
• Lκ,κ-compactness holds for languages of size λ.
• For every transitive model M of size λ which is closed under < κ-sequences
there are:
(1) a transitive model N , <κN ⊆ N ,
(2) an elementary embedding j : M → N with critical point κ, and
(3) an element s ∈ N such that j ”M ⊆ s and |s|N < j(κ).
See [7] for a proof of this lemma.
Unfortunately, strong compactness does not reflect downwards and by a theorem
of the second author, [14], the least strongly compact cardinal might be the least
measurable. In order to obtain stronger reflection we have to assume normality.
Definition 7 (Reinhardt, Solovay). A cardinal κ is λ-supercomapct if for every
there is a fine and normal measure on Pκλ.
Equivalently, κ is λ-supercompact if there is an elementary embedding j : V →
M , M transitive, with critical point κ, λ < j(κ) and j ”λ ∈M .
We would like to obtain a similar normality assumption for the region of partial
strong compactness, which behaves similarly to Lκ,κ-compactness for languages of
a bounded size. As we will argue ahead, a natural candidate is:
Definition 8. Let κ ≤ λ be cardinals. κ is λ-Π11-subcompact if for every A ⊆ H(λ)
and every Π11-statement Φ such that 〈H(λ),∈, A〉 |= Φ, there are:
(1) a pair of cardinals κ¯ ≤ λ¯,
(2) a subset A¯ ⊆ H(λ¯) such that 〈H(λ¯),∈ A¯〉 |= Φ and
(3) an elementary embedding:
j : 〈H(λ¯),∈ A¯〉 → 〈H(λ),∈, A〉,
with critical point κ¯ and j(κ¯) = κ.
κ is κ-Π11-subcompact if and only if κ is weakly compact. Cardinals κ which are
κ+-Π11-subcompact are called Π
2
1-subcompact cardinals in [15].
The next lemma characterizes Π11-subcompact cardinals in term of elementary
embedding with a fixed critical point.
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Lemma 9. The following are equivalent:
• κ is λ-Π11-subcompact.
• For every transitive model M of size |H(λ)|, such that <κM ⊆ M there is
a transitive model N , <κN ⊆ N and an elementary embedding j : M → N
with critical point κ such that j ”M ∈ N .
Proof. Let κ be λ-Π11-subcompact and let us assume that the conclusion of the
lemma fails. So for every potential transitive model N and embedding j, the
embedding either fails to be elementary or that j ”M is not a member of N . Since
we may assume that each such model has size |H(λ)| (by taking an elementary
substructure), this statement can be coded as a Π11-statement on H(λ), using some
predicate in order to code the model M and its elementary diagram.
Reflecting this downwards we obtain cardinals κ¯ and λ¯ and a predicate on H(λ¯)
that codes some transitive model M¯ as well as an elementary embedding j : M¯ →
M . Since M is closed under sequences of size < κ, j ” M¯ ∈ M . Let us take
an elementary substructure of M that contains j ” M¯, {j ” M¯}, of size |H(λ¯)| and
closed under < κ¯-sequences. The transitive collapse of this model is coded by some
subset of H(λ¯) witnessing that the above Π11-statement fails.
On the other hand, let us assume that the second item holds, and let us show
that κ is λ-Π11-subcompact. Let Φ be a Π
1
1-statement on the model 〈H(λ),∈, A〉.
Applying the hypothesis, there is an elementary embedding with critical point κ
between some transitive modelM ⊇ H(λ)∪{A} and a transitive model N such that
j ”H(λ) ∈ N . By taking the transitive collapse of j ”H(λ) inside N , we conclude
that H(λ), A ∈ N .
Working in N , the following hold:
N |= “〈H(λ),∈, A〉 |= Φ”,
(N does not contain all subsets of H(λ), so the validity of Φ in N uses the fact that
Φ is just a Π11-statement). In N , there is an elementary embedding k = j ↾ H(λ)
from the structure 〈H(λ),∈, A〉 to 〈j(H(λ)),∈, j(A)〉. with critical point κ and
k(κ) = j(κ).
Thus, by elementarity, the same holds in M . 
It is interesting to compare the relation between Lemma 6 and Lemma 9 and the
relation between the strongly compact and the supercompact embeddings. This
comparison points to a possible normality assumption that should be added to the
Lκ,κ-comapctness characterization in order to get a model theoretical characteri-
zation of Π11-subcomapctness. Following [3], we suggest to use type omission as a
possible candidate for this additional hypothesis in the next section.
2. Type omission and Π11-subcompactness
We will use the following definition of a club, due to Jech:
Definition 10. Let κ be a regular cardinal and let X be a set. A set C ⊆ PκX =
{x ⊆ X | |x| < κ} is a club if:
• For every x ∈ PκX there is y ∈ C, x ⊆ y.
• For every increasing sequence 〈xi | i < i⋆〉, i⋆ < κ, xi ∈ C,
⋃
xi ∈ C.
By a theorem of Menas, every club contains a club of the form CF where F : X →
PκX and CF = {x ∈ PκX | F
′′x ⊆ x}, see [8, Proposition 4.6].
Definition 11. Let κ ≤ λ be cardinals and let L be a logic extending first order
logic. We say that κ-L-compactness with type omission for languages of size λ
holds if for every T an L-theory and p an L-type such that for club many pairs
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T ′∪ p′ ∈ Pκ(T ∪ p) there is a model for T ′ that omits p′, then there is a model that
realizes T and omits p.
We remark that omitting larger types is easier while realizing larger theories is
more difficult. In particular, any omitable type has a non-omitable subtype (e.g.,
the empty subtype is non-omitable). Thus, the restriction of the pairs of sub-theory
and sub-type to some club is somewhat natural.
In [3], Benda prove that compactness of type omission over Lκ,κ over arbitrary
languages is equivalent to supercompactness. We give a different argument that
provides a local equivalence. We also reduce the portion of infinitary quantifiers
further, to merely a single fixed Lω1,ω1-sentence in the theory part.
Theorem 12. Let κ ≤ λ = λ<κ be cardinals, κ is inaccessible. The following are
equivalent:
(1) For every transitive model M of size λ, <κM ⊆ M , there is a transitive
model N and an elementary embedding j : M → N such that crit j = κ and
j ”M ∈ N .
(2) κ-Lκ,κ-compactness with type omission for languages of size λ holds.
(3) κ-Lω1,ω1-compactness with type omission for languages of size λ holds.
Moreover, we may assume that the language contains a binary relation E,
the type is first order type, and the theory is a union of first order theory
with the single Lω1,ω1-sentence asserting that E is well founded.
Proof. Clearly (2) =⇒ (3).
Let us show that (1) =⇒ (2). Let T, p be as in the assumptions of (2). Let C
be a club in Pκ(T ∪ p) such that for every T ′ ∪ p′ ∈ C there is a model for T ′ that
omits p′. Let us apply Lemma 9 for some < κ-closed transitive model M ≺ H(χ)
for χ sufficiently large, |M | = λ and T, p, C ∈M . By applying Menas’ lemma inM ,
we obtain a function F ∈M such that CF ⊆ C. Using the Π11-subcompactness, we
obtain an elementary embedding j : M → N where N is transitive and j ”M ∈ N .
Thus, j ”T, j ” p, j ”C ∈ N . Since X = (j ”T ) ∪ (j ” p) =
⋃
j ”C ∈ N , |C| = λ <
j(κ), and X is closed under j(F ), we conclude that (j ”T )∪(j ” p) ∈ j(CF ) ⊆ j(C).
So, in N there is a model A for the theory j ”T that omits the type j ” p.
Although the language for the theory and the type is the value under j of the
original language and might contain more symbols, the symbols that appear in j ”T
and j ” p are only the j-images of the original symbols. Therefore, by applying j−1
on those symbols we conclude that A is isomorphic to a model for T that omits p.
Let us now consider (3) =⇒ (1). Let M be a transitive model of size λ which
is closed under < κ-sequences. We would like to find an elementary embedding
with critical point κ and a model N such that j ”M ∈ N . Similarly to the proof
of Lemma 6, we define a language that contains for every x ∈ M a constant cx as
well as two additional constants d, s. We intend d to be the critical point κ and s
to be the set j ”M . The theory T contains the statement “d is an ordinal below
cκ” and the statements “cα ∈ d” for all α < κ. We include in T the assertions
“cx ∈ s” for all x ∈M and “|s| < cκ” (namely, that there is an injection from s to
a bounded ordinal below cκ). We include in T the Lω1,ω1-sentence expressing well
foundedness and the full (first order) elementary diagram of M .
We would like also to define a type that will be omitted. There are two offending
objects that we would like to omit from our model: either witnesses for s 6= j ”M
or critical points below κ. The type p is going to catch both cases. p(x) is going to
be the type of an element which is either in s but not cz for any z ∈ M , or below
d but not in s. Namely,
p(x) = {“x ∈ s ∪ d”} ∪ {“x 6= cz” | z ∈M}.
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We would like to show that indeed on a club in Pκ(T ∪ p), there is a model for
the sub-theory that omits the sub-type. Pick some enumeration T and p and let C′
be the club of all elementary substructures of M which are sufficiently closed with
respect to this enumeration (in particular, if some element appears as a constant
in some formula then it appears in the elementary sub-model and so on), and
M ∩ κ ∈ κ.
Let us consider T ′ ∪ p′ in the projection of the club C′ to Pκ(T ∪ p) and let
X be a corresponding submodel in C′. We claim that the model M itself with
the evaluations ca = a for every a ∈ X , d = X ∩ κ and s = X realizes T ′ while
omitting p′. First, d is an ordinal below cκ. Moreover, by the closure assumption,
if a constant ca appears in T
′ than a ∈ X . In particular, this model satisfies that
whenever ca ∈ s appears in T
′ then a ∈ X . Since M is < κ closed, there is some
bijection between X and an ordinal below κ inM . The other assertions in T ′ follow
similarly.
Let us consider p′. If M does not omit p′ then there is some element x ∈M such
that x ∈ X ∪ d, x 6= cz for every z and the formula “x 6= cz” appears in p′. But by
the closure of X , d ⊆ X and for each z ∈ X , the formula “x 6= cz” appears in p′,
so this is impossible.
Now, we may apply the hypothesis of the lemma and obtain a model N for T
that omits p. Without loss of generality, N is transitive. As in the proof of Lemma
6, the embedding j : M → N which is defined by j(z) = cNz is an elementary
embedding with critical point κ. By the type omission, sN = j ”M , as wanted. 
Corollary 13. For κ ≤ λ, κ is λ-Π11-subcompact if and only if compactness for
Lκ,κ with type omission holds for languages of size |H(λ)|.
Quantifying λ out, we obtain a characterization for supercompactness. The first
equivalence is due to Benda:
Corollary 14. The following are equivalent:
• κ is supercompact.
• κ-Lκ,κ-compactness with type omission.
• κ-Lω1,ω1-compactness with type omission.
• For every first order theory T and first order type p over the language of
set theory with constants, such that club many T ′ ∪ p′ in Pκ(T ∪ p) there is
a transitive model of T ′ that omits p′, there is a transitive model of T that
omits p.
The above equivalence is especially interesting in comparison to the situation
with strongly compact cardinals. In [2, 1] Bagaria and the second author define
and study the notion of ω1-strongly compact cardinal and its reflection properties.
A cardinal κ is ω1-strongly compact if and only if κ-Lω1,ω1-compactness holds.
In [1], it is proved that the least ω1-strongly compact cardinal can be singular,
and in particular it might be strictly between the least measurable and the least
strongly compact cardinal. By the above corollary there is no parallel phenomenon
at supercompact cardinals since adding the type omission ingredient eliminates the
possibility of lower critical point. So, in that sense, ω1-supercompact is simply
supercompact.
3. Ladder systems and trees
The following concept, which was isolated by Jech in [9] (under the name (κ, λ)-
mess), is a generalization of a κ-tree which is suitable for the investigation of
strongly compact and supercompact cardinals.
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Let us repeat the definition of clubs at PρX , this time without the assumption
that ρ is regular.
For a cardinal ρ, we denote by PρX the set of all subsets of X of size < ρ. A
set E ⊂ PρX is a club if for every x ∈ PρX there is y ∈ E such that x ⊆ y and E
is closed under increasing unions of length < cf ρ. For ρ of countable cofinality, a
club is simply a cofinal set.
Definition 15 (Jech). A Pκλ-tree is a function T with domT = Pκλ such that:
• For every x ∈ Pκλ, T (x) ⊆ x2, non-empty.
• For x ⊆ y ∈ Pκλ and η ∈ T (y), η ↾ x ∈ T (x).
• For every x ∈ Pκλ, |T (x)| < κ.
We will use the notation Tx instead of T (x) and call it the x-th level of T . A
branch through T is a function η : λ→ 2 such that η ↾ x ∈ Tx for all x ∈ Pκλ. If κ
is inaccessible, then the third requirement holds trivially.
Definition 16. Let T be a Pκλ tree. A set L is a ladder system on T if the
following holds:
(1) L ⊆
⋃
x∈Pκλ
Tx.
(2) For club many levels x, L ∩ Tx 6= ∅.
(3) If η ∈ L ∩ Tx and cf(|x ∩ κ|) > ω then there is a club Eη ⊆ P|x∩κ|x such
that {η ↾ y | y ∈ Eη} ⊆ L.
A cofinal branch b through T meets the ladder system L cofinally if for every
x ∈ Pκλ there is z ⊇ x such that b ↾ z ∈ L.
A cofinal branch b through T meets the ladder system L club often if for club
many every x ∈ Pκλ there is b ↾ x ∈ L.
Intuitively, a ladder system consists of a collection of “good nodes” in the tree
which we would like the branch to go through, similarly to the Ineffable Tree Prop-
erty (ITP). Unlike ITP, we weaken our requirement by making sure that the set of
good nodes is very rich — below any node in a level of uncountable cofinality (in
some sense) there are club many restrictions which are good as well.
Theorem 17. Let κ ≤ µ = µ<κ be cardinals, κ is inaccessible. The following are
equivalent:
(1) κ-Lκ,κ-compactness with type omission holds for languages of size µ.
(2) Every Pκµ-tree T with a ladder system L has a cofinal branch b that meets
the ladder system club often.
(3) Every Pκµ-tree T with a ladder system L has a cofinal branch b that meets
the ladder system cofinally.
Proof. (2) =⇒ (3) is trivial.
Let us show that (3) =⇒ (1). Instead of proving (1) directly, we will show
the equivalent statement from Theorem 12: for every first order theory T over a
language with µ many symbols, with a binary relation E, and a type p(x), if for
club many T ′ ∪ p′ ∈ Pκ(T ∪ p) there is a model M that satisfy T
′ and omits p′, on
which E is well founded, then there is a well founded model of T that omits p.
Indeed, let us assume that T is a first order theory over a language L with µ
many symbols and p is a type. We will assume that T is Henkinized (for every
existential formula ψ := ∃xϕ(x, r) there is a constant cϕ,r such that c is a witness
to the formula ψ if and only if ψ holds). So, finding a model for T that omits the
type p is the same as finding a consistent complete extension, T˜ , in which for every
constant c there is φ(x) ∈ p(x) such that ¬φ(c) ∈ T˜ . Let us assume that club many
pairs of subtheory T ′ and p′ there is a well founded model M that realizes T ′ and
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omits p′. Let us construct a tree T as follows. Pick an enumeration e of length µ
of all formulas in the language L.
For every x ∈ Pκµ, let η ∈ Tx if and only if there is some well-founded model
Mη such that for every α ∈ x, if e(α) is a sentence then η(α) = 1 ⇐⇒ M |= e(α),
and for every e(α) ∈ T , η(α) = 1.
Let us define the ladder system L by taking η ∈ L ∩ Tx if the collection of
formulas in e ”x is closed under subformulas, and there is a well-founded model Mη
that omits e ”x ∩ p. Note that if x ∩ κ is of uncountable cofinality, then there are
club many y ∈ P|x∩κ|x such that η ↾ y still omits e ” y ∩ p (and e ” y is closed under
sub-formulas). Indeed, in order to omit the sub-types of p, one needs to verify that
for every potential element a in the model, there is a formula ϕ ∈ p such that ϕ(a)
is false. Thus, for any y ⊆ x closed under this operation, the sub-type is omitted.
Note that at this point in the proof, if we would have used Lκ,κ formulas, then
each formula might contribute infinitely many constants that we would need to
consider. Thus, we would get many values of x such that x ∩ κ is an ordinal of
uncountable cofinality, but there is no y ( x satisfy T ∩ e ” y and omits p ∩ e ” y.
Thus, restricting the theory and the type to first order formulas enables us to obtain
this closure more easily.
Let b be a cofinal branch though the tree T , and assume that b meets L cofinally.
Since b is a cofinal branch, it defines a complete theory extending T and thus a
model of T , Mb. We want to verify that the type p is omitted. Indeed, let z ∈Mb.
Let x ∈ Pκλ contain the ordinal in which the constant for z is enumerated. Let y
be larger than x such that there is η′ ∈ L∩ Ty, η′ E b. Since η′ represents a model
that omits a sub-type of p and contains the constant z, there must be a formula
ϕ ∈ p ∩ e ” y such that β = e(¬ϕ(z)) ∈ dom η′ and η′(β) = 1. Thus, z does not
realize p.
Let us finally show (1) =⇒ (2). LetM be a transitive model of size λ containing
T and L, and closed under < κ-sequences. Let j : M → N be an elementary
embedding with critical point κ, j ”λ ∈ N . Pick some η ∈ j(T )j ”λ ∩ j(L) (recall
that j ”λ belongs to the j image of the club on which L meets the levels of the
tree).
Let b be the following branch: b(x) = j−1(η ↾ j ” x) and let E be the club
j−1 ”(j(E)η). For all x ∈ E, b(x) ∈ L (as j(b(x)) ∈ j(L)), as wanted. 
Again, by quantifying µ out, we obtain a characterization for supercompactness:
Corollary 18. The following are equivalent for an inaccessible cardinal κ:
(1) κ is supercompact.
(2) For every regular µ ≥ κ and every Pκµ tree T with a ladder system L, there
is a cofinal branch b that meets L cofinally.
4. Down to ℵ2
In the previous sections, the inaccessibility of κ played a major role. We might
ask whether meeting ladder systems cofinally or club often is still equivalent at
accessible cardinals. We will focus on the case of ℵ2. In this case, we have to be
more careful and specify where exactly our clubs are.
In Condition 2 in Definition 16 we still assume that the club of elements x such
that L∩Tx 6= ∅ is in Pω2λ, but when using Condition 3, those clubs are going to be
in Pω1Y for some Y ∈ Pω2λ (at least after restricting L to a club in Pω2λ). Thus,
when we talk about meeting a ladder system club often we refer to Pω1λ-clubs (and
not Pω2λ-clubs), and similarly for meeting a ladder system unboundedly.
For λ = ℵ2, the ordinals are a club in Pℵ2λ. Nevertheless, for each ordinal
α > ω1, the ordinals below α are not a club in Pω1α. This means that even in
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this special case, we cannot treat the trees as simple ω2-trees but rather as Pω2ω2-
trees, where levels of countable size play an important role. This is a non-typical
scenario, as restricting the tree and the ladder system to a club does not preserve
the properties of the structure.
Theorem 19. It is consistent with respect to a supercomapct cardinal, that ℵ2 has
the strong tree property with ladder systems catching at clubs.
Theorem 20. It is consistent with respect to a supercomapct cardinal, that ℵ2 has
the strong tree property with cofinal ladder systems catching, but not at clubs.
For the first theorem, we will use the standard Mitchell forcing.
Definition 21 (Mitchell). Let κ be an inaccessible cardinal. The Mitchell poset
M(κ) consists of conditions p = 〈a,m〉 where a ∈ Add(ω, κ) and m is a partial
function with countable support such that for any α ∈ suppm, Add(ω,α) m(α) ∈
Add(ω1, 1).
We order the conditions of the forcing by 〈a,m〉 ≤ 〈a′,m′〉 if a ≤ a′ in the Cohen
forcing Add(ω, κ), domm ⊇ domm′ and a ↾ α  m(α) ≤Add(ω1,1) m
′(α) for every
α ∈ domm′.
Mitchell showed that if κ is weakly compact then M(κ) forces that the tree
property holds at κ. Starting with a stronger large cardinal hypothesis, the Mitchell
poset can be used to obtain the strong tree property, the ineffable tree property
and more.
Lemma 22. Let κ be λ-Π11-subcompact. Then in the generic extension by M(κ),
ℵ2 has the strong tree property for trees on Pℵ2λ and every ladder system is met on
a club.
Proof. Let us consider a name for a tree T˙ and a ladder system L˙ on Pκλ of
the generic extension. By the κ-c.c. of M(κ) (Pκλ)
V
is unbounded in (Pκλ)
V [G]
.
Moreover, one can easily code all names for elements in Pκλ, T˙ and L˙ into a
transitive structure of size λ, M . We will assume that M satisfy some portion of
ZFC, and in particular it satisfies choice and the basic theory of forcing (including
the forcing theorem).
Let us consider an elementary embedding
j : M → N,
such that j ”M ∈ N . We would like to lift this embedding to an elementary
embedding from M [G] to N [H ], where G is a V -generic filter for M(κ) and H
is a generic filter for j(M(κ)). This can be done by forcing with j(M(κ))/M(κ).
Indeed, it is obvious that M(κ) = j(M(κ)) ↾ κ. Moreover, since for every p ∈ M(κ),
j(p) = p, we conclude that for generic filter H ⊆ j(M(κ)), letting G = H ↾ κ, the
embedding j can be extended to an elementary embedding j⋆ : M [G]→ N [H ].
As in Theorem 17, by taking an element η ∈ j(T˙ )Hj ” λ ∩ j(L˙)
H , we obtain a
branch through T˙G,
b = {j−1(η ↾ j ” x) | x ∈ (Pκλ)
V [G]}.
We would like to show that b belongs to V [G] and that it meets L˙G on a club.
The forcing j(M(κ))/G cannot add new branches to a Pκλ trees (see, for example,
[17], or Claim 30 ahead). Thus, b ∈ V [G]. Moreover, in N [H ] ⊆ V [H ], there is
a club in Pω1λ in which b intersects L, since cf κ = ω1 in the generic extension.
We would like to claim that the same holds in V [G]. Assume otherwise and let us
consider
S = {x ∈ Pℵ1λ | b ↾ x /∈ L} ∈ V [G].
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In N [H ] ⊆ V [H ], S is non-stationary. But the forcing j(M(κ))/G is stationary
preserving (i.e. proper) in V [G] since it is a projection of a product of a σ-closed
forcing and a c.c.c. forcing, and thus it is proper. 
In order to prove the second theorem, we will modify Mitchell forcing in order to
introduce at each inaccessible level a counterexample for the strong ladder system
catching property, while still preserving the weaker tree property.
Definition 23. Let α be a regular cardinal. Let S(α) be the forcing that introduces
an α-tree T with a ladder system L and branches {bt | t ∈ T } by initial segments.
A condition p ∈ S(α) is of tuple p = 〈t, ℓ, b, f〉 where:
(1) t ⊆ ≤γ2 is a normal binary tree of successor height, γ + 1 < α.
(2) ℓ is a function with a domain which is a closed subset of γ + 1, and for
every ξ ∈ dom ℓ of uncountable cofinality, there is a member x ∈ tξ and
a club at Pω1ξ, Ex, such that ℓ(ξ) is a the singleton {x} together with its
predecessors at levels from Ex.
(3) b is a function from t to tγ such that x ≤t b(x) for all x ∈ t.
(4) f is a set of pairs of the form (x, r) where x ∈ Pω1γ and r ∈ tsup x∪{−1}. If
(x, r), (x′, r′) ∈ f distinct then supx 6= supx′. The set {supx | ∃r, (x, r) ∈
f, r 6= −1} is nowhere stationary.
(5) For every β ∈ dom ℓ, f ∩ ℓ(β) = ∅.
We order S by p = 〈tp, ℓp, bp, fp〉 ≤ q = 〈tq, ℓq, bq, fq〉 if tp end extends tq, ℓp end
extends ℓq and for every x ∈ dom bq, bq(x) ≤tp bp(x) and fp end extends fq.
The case r = −1 in item (4) is just a place holder for cases in which we want the
ordinal supx to be outside of the domain of the generic function. In this case, we
abuse notation and declare the domain on f at supx to be empty.
Notation 24. If GS ⊆ S(α) is a generic filter, then:
• Tα =
⋃
{t | ∃〈t, ℓ, b, f〉 ∈ GS} is an α-tree,
• For each x ∈ Tα, let Bα(x) =
⋃
{b(x) | ∃〈t, ℓ, b, f〉 ∈ GS , x ∈ dom b} is a
cofinal branch.
• Lα =
⋃
{ℓ | ∃〈t, ℓ, b, f〉 ∈ GS} is a ladder system on Tα.
• Fα =
⋃
{f | ∃〈t, ℓ, b, f〉 ∈ GS}.
When α is clear from the context, we will omit it.
The role of Fα is to kill potential branches that meet Lα on a club. Note that
the set {supx | x ∈ domFα} is non reflecting stationary subset of ω2.
Claim 25. S(α) is σ-closed, α-strategically closed and of size 2<α.
Proof. Obviously, the only obstacle for closure is the tension between ℓ and f . Let
us start by describing the strategy. The good player will pick f at the top level
of the tree at each step to be empty. At limit points, let δ be the height of the
obtained tree and let us take ℓ(δ) to avoid f by picking the club to be the heights
of the trees in the limit points of the play (since any club on the limit ordinal δ
induces a club in Pω1δ).
Note that this argument shows that the forcing is σ-closed. Indeed, after ω many
steps we obtain a tree of height δ. The δ-th level is going to contain all the branches
from b. We can take f to avoid this level and pick ℓ(δ) to be an arbitrary element
there. 
Claim 26. Let α be a regular cardinal, α ≥ ℵ2. In the generic extension by S(α)
there is no branch of the generic tree T that meets the generic ladder system L on
a Pω1α-club.
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Since the tree is an α-tree, ladder systems on Pω1α and on the elements of the
tree are equivalent.
Proof. Let b˙ be a name for some a branch and let C˙ be a name for a club. Work
inside some countable model M and let δ = sup(M ∩ α). By taking an ω-sequence
of extensions inside M we may find an M -generic condition that, in particular,
decides b˙ ∩M . The height of the tree in this condition is δ + 1, so this condition
already decides b˙(δ) ↾ M to be some x. Note that we are completely free to pick
ℓ(δ) and f(M ∩ δ) of this condition as we wish. Take f(M ∩ δ) = x. Since cf δ = ω,
ℓ(δ) can be empty. 
Definition 27. Work in the generic extension by S(α). Let T(α) be the forcing
for adding a club disjoint from the set {supx | x ∈ domF}.
The following observation is standard:
Claim 28. S(α) ∗ T(α) contains an α-closed dense subset.
LetM′(κ) be the following forcing. A condition inM′(κ) is of the form 〈a,m, s, t〉
where:
(1) a ∈ Add(ω, κ).
(2) m is a function with countable support (contained in κ), such that for all
α ∈ suppm, Add(ω,α) m(α) ∈ Add(ω1, 1).
(3) s is a partial function with Easton support contained in the inaccessible
cardinals ≤ κ, and for every α ∈ dom s M′(κ)↾α s(α) ∈ S(α).
(4) t is a partial function with Easton support contained in the inaccessible
cardinals strictly below κ, and for every α ∈ dom t, M′(κ)↾α∗S(α) t(α) ∈
T(α).
We order the forcing naturally. We stress that for each inaccessible α < κ we force
with S(α) ∗ T(α) while for κ itself we just force with S(κ), without T(κ). This
strategy traces back to Kunen’s proof [12], and appears in countless works where
different compactness and anti-compactness principles are compared.
Lemma 29. Let κ be λ-Π11-subcompact. Then in the generic extension by M
′(κ)
ℵ2 has the strong tree property for trees on Pℵ2λ and every ladder system is met
cofinally, but there is an ω2-tree with a ladder system for which no branch meets
the ladder system on a club.
Proof. As in the proof of the previous case, we start with a transitive model M ,
which contains all relevant information and obtain a transitive model N and an
elementary embedding, j : M → N with j ”λ ∈M .
We would like to lift the embedding. Since the f -part which is introduced in the
forcing S(κ) is a non-reflecting stationary set, there is no hope to lift this embedding
without a forcing component that will kill it. Let us consider
j(M′(κ)) =M′(κ) ∗ T(κ) ∗Q ∗ j(S(κ)).
The termspace of the forcing Q is a product of the Cohen forcing Add(ω, j(κ)\κ)
and a σ-strategically closed forcing.
Let G ⊆ M′(κ) be a generic filter and let C be a generic club introduced by
T(κ). In order to lift j, we must find a generic filter H ⊆ j(M′(κ)) such that for
every p ∈ G, j(p) ∈ H . By the structure of the conditions in M′(κ), this implies
that H ↾ κ = G ↾ κ, and for every p ∈ G, j(p(κ)) is in the generic for j(S)(j(κ)) in
H . As usual, we choose H to satisfy H ↾ κ+ 1 = G ∗ C.
We would like to find a master condition—a condition in j(S(κ)), m such that
for all condition s ∈ S(κ) that appears in the generic filter G, m ≤ j(s). This would
be sufficient as all other components of the generic filter G are unmodified by j.
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Let Tκ, Bκ, Lκ, Fκ be the generic tree, branches, ladder system and function
introduced by S(κ), respectively, as defined in Notation 24.
Take tm to be a tree of height κ+1 that extends the generic κ-tree Tκ. We take
the κ-th level of tm to consist of elements, each one of them lies on top of one of
the generic branches from rangeBκ. Let ℓm extend the generic ladder system Lκ
by adding one element in the level κ. ℓm(κ) is obtained by picking one arbitrary
element η from the κ-th level of the tree and using the generic club C that was
introduced by T(κ) (more precisely, the club Eη consists of all x ∈ Pω1κ such that
supx ∈ C).
Let bm = Bκ, the collection of all generic branches. More precisely, for every
x ∈ Tκ, we define bm(x) to be element in tm on top of the cofinal branch Bκ(x). Let
fm extend Fκ, the union over all fs for s is the generic filter. We choose fm(κ) to
be empty. Since the generic club C witnesses the domain of F to be non-stationary,
fm is a legitimate choice for the f part of a condition in j(S)(j(κ)). Moreover, since
C does not intersect with {supx | x ∈ domF}, we conclude that ℓm(κ) is disjoint
from F .
Finally, we take a generic H such that m ∈ H and H ↾ (κ+ 1) is G ∗C. By the
above discussion, the embedding j lifts. Let us denote by j⋆ : M [G] → N [H ] the
lifted embedding.
As in the proof of Theorem 17, we obtain a branch b by considering the value of
the ladder system at j ”λ. We claim that b ∈ V [G].
Claim 30. The forcing T(κ) ∗ Q ∗ j(S(κ)) does not introduce a new branch to a
thin Pω2λ-tree.
Proof. We will show something stronger. Let us argue that there is a forcing Q˜ that
projects onto Q ∗ j(S(κ)) and does not introduces new branches to trees. Indeed,
take Q˜ to be Add(ω, j(κ))×C where C is the termspace for the closed parts in the
forcing Q ∗ j(S(κ)). It is standard to verify that C is σ-closed.
Since the forcing Add(ω, j(κ)) is productively c.c.c., it cannot add branches to
a Pω2λ-tree. Thus, any new branch was already introduced by T(κ) ∗C.
Let us assume that there is such a branch. Let M be a countable elementary
substructure of H(χ)[G] that contains the forcing notions T,C, the tree and the
name for the new branch b˙. Let us pick M such that δ = sup(M ∩ κ) does not
belong to the set S = {α < κ | ∃x ∈ dom f, supx = α}. There is such a model
since the set S is co-stationary on Sω2ω .
Let us construct a prefect tree of mutuallyM -generic filters, 〈Kη | η ∈ ω2〉. Each
one of those filters give rise to a condition 〈tη, qη〉. For each η, tη =
⋃
{t | 〈t, q〉 ∈
Kη} ∪ {δ} ∈ T(κ) since δ /∈ S. For each η, the condition qη exists by the σ-closure
of C.
Now, for each η ∈ ω2, there is a different realization of b˙ onM . Note that 〈tη, qη〉
forces the value of b˙ ∩M to be some xη. By mutual genericity of the filters Kη,
and since  b˙ /∈ V [G], for every η 6= η′, xη 6= xη′ . But in this model 2ℵ0 = ℵ2. This
contradicts the narrowness of the tree. 
Finally, let us show that the set
B = {x ∈ Pω1λ | b ↾ x ∈
⋃
range ℓ}
is unbounded. Indeed, this set is even stationary as in N [H ] (in which cf κ > ω)
this set contains a club. 
As the different variants of the strong tree property behave differently on ℵ2, it
seems interesting to compare them to the Ineffable Tree Property. The model of
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Lemma 29, assuming full supercompactness, also provides the following separation
result.
Remark 31. In the model of Theorem 20, ITP (ℵ2) holds. In particular, ITP (ℵ2)
is consistent with the existence of an ω2-tree with a ladder system that has no cofinal
branch meeting it on a club.
Proof. We work with full supercompact embeddings. Let j : V → M be a λ-
supercompact embedding. As in the proof of Lemma 29, we can lift it to an ele-
mentary embedding j∗ : V [G]→M [H ].
Let us consider now a Pω2λ-tree T with a list d. Let us consider the branch b
which is generated by j∗(d)(j ”λ) ∈ M [H ]. By the arguments of Lemma 29, this
branch appears already in V [G]. We need to show that it is ineffable. Working
in V [G], let B = {x ∈ Pω2λ | b(x) = d(x)}. If B is non-stationary in V [G], then
there is a club D, avoiding it. Let us consider j∗(D). j ”λ =
⋃
x∈D j
∗(x) ∈ j∗(D).
Therefore, j ”λ /∈ j∗(B), but this is absurd, as
j∗(b)(j ”λ) =
⋃
x∈Pω2λ
j∗(b(x)) = j∗(d)(j ”λ).

5. Questions
We conclude the paper with some questions.
In [7], the first author shows that the property that every κ-complete filter
on κ can be extended to a κ-complete ultrafilter is equivalent to partial strong
compactness (which is parallel to 2κ-Π11-subcomapctness, as in Lemma 6). This
raises the following problem:
Question 1. Is there a filter completion property on κ which is equivalent to
2κ-Π11-sucompactness?
Our model of Theorem 20 gives an unsatisfying separation between the different
ladder system principles as the cofinal branch meets the ladder system on a sta-
tionary set, and not merely an unbounded set. This seems to be essential in this
type of argument.
Question 2. It is consistent that for every Pω2λ-tree and a ladder system L, there
is a cofinal branch that meets the ladder system unboundedly, but there is an ω2-
tree with a ladder system such that no branch branch meets that ladder system on
a stationary set.
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